ASSOCIATED STUDENTS OF
IDAHO STATE UNIVERSITY
STUDENT SENATE MEETING
SHIRLEY SARGENT FAMILY BOARDROOM, PSU
7:00PM
NOVEMBER 18, 2020

I. CALL TO ORDER – 7:01 P.M.

II. ROLL CALL
   a. 12 Senators were present
   b. Absent: Senator Kener

III. PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE

IV. APPROVAL OF MINUTES FROM November 11, 2020
   a. Motion to approve: Bhandari/Kay.
   b. Unanimous
   c. Motion: CARRIED

V. APPROVAL THE AGENDA
   a. Motion to approve with the amendment of adding Dani Dunstan and Steve Caitlin to
      announcements and approval of ASISU Scholarship and suspension of bylaws in other:
      Jensen/kay
   b. Unanimous
   c. Motion: CARRIED

VI. GALLERY QUESTION & ANSWER

VII. ANNOUNCEMENTS AND CORRESPONDENCE
   a. John Dunn, Idaho State University Students Against Child Slavery
      i. John explained the purpose of this club is to fundraise and educate all students
         on the matter.
      ii. John mentioned that this spring their goal is build up and expand the
          membership of the club.
      iii. Motion to approval Idaho State University Students Against Child Slavery as a
           club: Jensen/Kay
   iv. ROLL CALL
       PAWAN ACHARYA – YES
       SRIJAN BHANDARI – YES
       DESTINY IGBINEWEKA – YES
       RACHEL JENSEN – YES
       CAMDON KAY – YES
       PAMELA PASCALI – YES
       UMA SHANKAR MEDASETTEI – YES
       TAYLOR NEIBAUR – YES
       BROOKE RAY – YES
       BRANDON REID – YES
       RUBI UPRETI – YES
       SAMANTHA WINSLOW – YES
   v. Motion: CARRIED
b. Dani Dunstan, Chief of Staff and Acting Policy Manager
   i. Dani explained that we currently have a communicable diseases policy, but she has made some updates and clarifications.
   ii. The policy is open for criticism or comments and has been presented to the facility senate and staff council.
   iii. Senator Pascali commented that section D one through seventeen need to mention student employment on campus.
   iv. Dani expressed that through this policy the University is striving for all students to continue instruction and employment while still staying safe.

c. Steve Caitlin, Director of College Pads
   i. The purpose of College Pads to provide a resource to students looking for housing off campus.
   ii. This website would provide resources on how to review a lease, deal with a landlord, pick roommates and more.

VIII. PRESIDENT’S REPORT

IX. CHAIR/COMMITTEE REPORTS
a. Senate Pro Tempore’s Chair Committee, Senator Jensen
   i. Nothing to report.

b. Finance Committee, Senator Kay
   i. Nothing to report

c. Senate Rules and Appointments Committee, Senator Reid
   i. Nothing to report

d. Outreach and Diversity Committee, Senator Winslow
   i. Nothing to report

X. OLD BUSINESS
a. Bill 570
   i. Motion to approve 570: Jensen/Medasetti
   ii. Roll Call
      PAWAN ACHARYA – YES
      SRIJAN BHANDARI – YES
      DESTINY IGBINEWEKA – YES
      RACHEL JENSEN – YES
      CAMDON KAY – YES
      PAMELA PASCALI – YES
      UMA SHANKAR MEDASETTI – YES
      TAYLOR NEIBAUR – YES
      BROOKE RAY – YES
      BRANDON REID – YES
      RUBI UPRETI – YES
      SAMANTHA WINSLOW – YES
   iii. Motion: CARRIED

b. Bill 572
   i. Motion to table Bill 572: Medasetti/Kay
   ii. Unanimous
   iii. Motion: CARRIED

c. Resolution 604
   i. Motion to suspend bylaws to pass resolution 604 as emergency legislation: Medasetti/Jensen
ii. Roll Call

PAWAN ACHARYA – YES
SRIJAN BHANDARI – YES
DESTINY IGBINEWEKA – YES
RACHEL JENSEN – YES
CAMDON KAY – YES
DAISY KENER – YES
PAMELA PASCALI – YES
UMA SHANKAR MEDASETTI – YES
TAYLOR NEIBAUR – YES
BROOKE RAY – YES
BRANDON REID – YES
RUBI UPRETI – YES
SAMANTHA Winslow – YES

iii. Motion: CARRIED

iv. Motion to approve resolution 604: Medasetti/Jensen

v. Roll Call

PAWAN ACHARYA – YES
SRIJAN BHANDARI – YES
DESTINY IGBINEWEKA – YES
RACHEL JENSEN – YES
CAMDON KAY – YES
DAISY KENER – YES
PAMELA PASCALI – YES
UMA SHANKAR MEDASETTI – YES
TAYLOR NEIBAUR – YES
BROOKE RAY – YES
BRANDON REID – YES
RUBI UPRETI – YES
SAMANTHA Winslow – YES

vi. Motion CARRIED

XI. NEW BUSINESS

a. Bill 573

i. Introduced by Senator Igbineweka

XII. GALLERY QUESTION AND ANSWER

XIII. OTHER

a. Approval of ASISU Scholarship

i. Roll Call

PAWAN ACHARYA – YES
SRIJAN BHANDARI – YES
DESTINY IGBINEWEKA – YES
RACHEL JENSEN – YES
CAMDON KAY – YES
DAISY KENER – YES
PAMELA PASCALI – YES
UMA SHANKAR MEDASETTI – YES
TAYLOR NEIBAUR – YES
BROOKE RAY – YES
ii. Motion: CARRIED
   b. Suspend bylaws
      i. Motion to suspend Clause 11 under Senator Duties and Responsibilities, ASISU
         Speaks: Jensen/Kay
      ii. Roll Call
         PAWAN ACHARYA – YES
         SRIJAN BHANDARI – YES
         DESTINY IGBINEWEKA – YES
         RACHEL JENSEN – YES
         CAMDON KAY – YES
         DAISY KENER – YES
         PAMELA PASCALI – YES
         UMA SHANKAR MEDASSETTI – YES
         TAYLOR NEIBAUR – YES
         BROOKE RAY – YES
         BRANDON REID – YES
         RUBI UPRETI – YES
         SAMANTHA WINSLOW – YES

   iii. Motion: CARRIED

XIV. ISU FIGHT SONG

XV. ADJOURNMENT
   a. Motion to adjourn: Reid/Jensen
   b. Unanimous
   c. Motion: CARRIED

XVI. ROLL CALL
   a. 13 Senators were present
   b. Meeting adjourned at 8:08 P.M.